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Status Update

• Draft updates in progress to address
  – Shepherd’s and WG review feedback
  – Routing Directorate and Ops Directorate/NM review
  – Target closure by IETF week
Targeted changes in v03

- Describe CAR use-case for Type-1 and Type-2 routes in introduction
- Move Type-2 data model to Section 2
- Clarify usage of LCM-EC for Type-2 routes, operational considerations
- Clarify recursive resolution of Type-1 and Type-2 routes
- Clarify relationship between BGP CAR, VPN CAR and existing SAFIs
- Clarify Security considerations for Type-2 route
- Move SRv6 section to earlier in draft
Targeted changes in v04

• Clarify SRv6 use-case illustrations
• Address remaining comments from directorate reviews